
AN ANALYSIS OF MARY MAXFIELDS ARGUMENTS IN THE ARTICLE

FOOD AS THOUGHT RESISTING THE MORALIZATION OF

A Rhetorical analysis of Mary Maxfield, â€œFood as thought: Resisting the Mary Maxfield, in her article â€œFood For
Thought: Resisting the Moralization of Foodâ€•.

The way she went about confirming her views on health was to intertwine it with information from her
personal beliefs and with the opinions of researchers and scholars. When it comes to healthy eating habits,
food should not be. Why put in extra effort to have some robot replicate something that already exists
naturally. English annoted bibliography. Although Maxfield has interesting observations and makes some
valid points, her arguments fall flat due to their faulty basis and her use of sources that lack credibility. Start
studying English 3 article authors. Many ministers in this period used rhetorical appeals to get across to their
congregation. When you think about it, this does not support her prior claims. When you think about food, it is
neither moral nor immoral, so how do you keep your body health with food that is nutritious when your body
sometimes crave unhealthy foods. She also goes through heartbreak, backstabbing, and much more.
Semicolons and Colons. Similarly, Maxfield paints the same picture that our culture now finds it immoral to
eat what our body needs, therefore believing in the idea of eating less is healthier Bibliography Maxfield,
Mary. A controversial issue discussed has been whether we should have theories or ideas where diet works
best to increase weight loss or whether we should have any diets to begin with. At first, she is treated like a
queen, mostly because of her movie-star good looks. Why make more difficult and complicated. To Live is to
Eat Food and eating as we know are important for. Both opinions can be true because most ideas of health are
subjective. Therefore, you can eat whatever you desire and not suffer any negative side effects, which she
ignores. This allows our team to focus on improving the library and adding new essays. Food as thought
resisting the moralization of eating pdf. She goes on to say that this bias that exists in science also exists in our
day-to-day choices and conceptions about food. I can even add a personal experience. A controversial issue
discussed has been whether we should have theories or ideas on which diet works best to increase weight loss
or whether we should have any diets to begin with. Having the opinions of respected people within the field
Maxfield is writing about would have reinforced her arguments and added some credibility to her thoughts.
She believes people crave what their bodies need, therefore, people should eat what they crave. Whereas some
are convinced that trusting yourself and your body will lead to better choices, others maintain that eating food
in moderation and more fruits and vegetables is the best path to choose. New York, London: W. Although she
may correct in her assumption on the BMI, it leads us to believe that other tests are incorrect as well. Essays
may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay
examples prior to publication. The main argument that Maxfield asserts and reinforces throughout her essay is
that diet and health have no correlation. Despite my constant promises to myself that I would switch to
healthier eating and a more.


